In this study, performance of single acceptance sampling plans by attribute is investigated by using the distribution of fraction nonconformance (i.e., lot quality distribution (LQD)) for a dependent production process. It is the aim of this study to demonstrate that, in order to emphasize consumer risk (i.e., the risk of accepting a bad lot), it is better to evaluate a sampling plan based upon its performance as assessed by the posterior distribution of fractions nonconforming in accepted lots. Similarly, it is the desired posterior distribution that sets the basis for designing a sampling plan. The prior distribution used in this study is derived from a Markovian model of dependence.
INTRODUCTION
In production processes where the individual items are produced and formed into lots sequentially, the dependence in quality of successive items significantly affects the variance measures. The resultant dependence bias often distorts the performance of the conventional acceptance sampling plans. In order to prevent the failure of such plans, there is a need to incorporate the serial dependence in the process as an integral part of the sampling plan. This problem is substantiated in a long list of studies (Mergen [9] , Holmes and Mergen [6] , Chen and Chou [1] , Tang and Cheong [11] ).
To address the outgoing quality in a dependent process, our study starts with a custom tailored dependence distribution as the prior. This distribution describes a stochastic process that is representative of many real applications. Using such a prior we first develop a posterior distribution and then a convenient indicator to assess the outgoing quality in the accepted lots under a given acceptance sampling plan. Integrating the quality distribution into an acceptance decision, our measure economically summarizes the information about outgoing quality levels. This model is applicable to situations where quality is measured by dichotomous quality conformance. The posterior distribution is derived using a two-state Markovian process. By recognizing the serial nature of the production process, the Markovian model directly incorporates sequential dependence as an integral part of the acceptance sampling plan.
In the following, first we summarize the background studies and the development of our prior distribution. Then, we demonstrate the computation of the posterior distribution and outgoing quality indicator. In the subsequent section we provide three examples. One example is a synthetic application, the second is based on data from practice, and third attempts to demonstrate the level of inaccuracy from erroneous independence assumption. Finally, we close the article with a conclusion.
BACKGROUND
The focus of this line of research has been capturing the dependence with a proper distribution or an adjustment to a selected conventional distribution. For example, recognizing the sequentiality problem, Mergen [9] and Holmes and Mergen [6] discuss a lot quality distribution for an item to item dependence in a production process.
Specifically, they introduce a new measure for outgoing quality in accepted lots using a lot quality distribution. Chen and Chou [1] propose a linear cost model for continuous sampling plans under a dependent production process. Similarly, Tang and Cheong [11] develop a control scheme for detecting changes in fraction nonconforming in processes with correlation. In additional work, the significance of dependence in processes has been demonstrated in Deligonul and Mergen [4] . Also, Deligonul and Mergen [4] examine the impact of correlated data on the control limits for p-chart.
Along this stream of research a group of studies has considered a Bayesian approach to the dependence problem. Those studies, however, start from generic priors (Wetherill [12] , Hald [5] , Chiu [2] , Jaraidei et.al. [8] , Jaraidei and Asoudegi [7] ). Although this venue is a welcome addition to the acceptance sampling literature, it does not give the selection of prior the attention it devotes to sampling design and its outcomes (e.g,Chun and Rinks, [3] . Most priors in this line of research are selected by criteria based on mathematical convenience. Typically, the question of suitability and convergence characteristic of the priors receive scant attention, if any at all.
MODEL Prior distribution of fraction nonconformance:
The first step in this study is the development of a prior distribution for fraction nonconformance in dependent production processes. To this end, the following first order Markovian model, which is based on our prior work, is used to depict the dependence behavior of the production process (see Mergen [9] , Mergen and Holmes [10] , and Deligonul and Mergen [4] ). given that the last item was conforming and nonconforming, respectively. Then the difference equations associated with the Markov Process depicting the number of nonconforming items are given as follows:
where 
The prior distribution giving the probabilities associated with the lot quality is obtained from the solution of the above recursive equations, assuming that the Markov process starts, say, from the steady state probability of a conforming item, namely,
This choice of the above initial condition is a reasonable start up for the Markovian process given that the process is convergent. In literature there are alternative suggestions, such as antitetehic initiation procedures, for effective start up options. However, for our purposes the initial point in (4) is sufficient as it is rapid in convergence and reliable in use 1 .
The solution of the difference equation yields the following distribution (see Mergen [9] and Mergen and Holmes [10] for details):
where 0 Q R if R ≤ 0 and Q < 0
The above distribution depicts the probability of the number of nonconforming = probability that the next item will be conforming given that the last item was conforming y = probability that the next item will be conforming given that the last item was nonconforming. n = sample size c = acceptance number
Posterior distribution conditioned upon acceptance:
After obtaining the unconditional distribution of fractions nonconforming, we obtain the posterior distribution of the same random variable conditioned upon acceptance, that is P(p': A), where A denotes the event that the lot was accepted. Furthermore, we suppose the single acceptance sampling plan S(n, c) is adopted. Here n, c denotes sample size and acceptance number, respectively. If no more than c nonconforming items are found in a sample size n randomly drawn from a lot size N, the lot will be accepted as good. Given the sampling plan S(n, c), probability of acceptance, P(A: p', S), can be calculated by using binomial distribution.
Then the posterior distribution P(p': A, S) is obtained as,
The calculation implicitly assumes that during an inspection process fractions nonconforming are not affected. Although this assumption does not hold for all cases, it is reasonable for large lot sizes.
Computing the quality indicator MSNC:
The average outgoing quality limit (AOQL), which is the maximum value of average outgoing quality (AOQ) values as p' ranges from 0 to 1, is a possible single quantity of interest for assessing the outgoing quality (where AOQ can be computed as a ' p P p AOQ ' where P a is the probability of accepting a lot with p' fraction nonconformance using a specific acceptance sampling plan). However, AOQL is a conservative measure in the sense that it inflates the maximum outgoing fraction nonconformance since it does not take into account the lot quality distribution. This in turn causes sample sizes getting bigger to maintain a desired outgoing quality. In fact,
Holmes and Mergen [6] 2 , Jaraidei et al. [8] , Jaraidei and Asoudegi [7] , and others enrich the idea by treating p ' as a random variable and calculate the expected value of the average outgoing quality values (EAOQ).
Although this seems to be an improvement over the AOQL, this indicator is not sensitive to the dispersion of the distribution. This is a significant defect against many fractions nonconformance distributions (i.e., lot quality distribution (LQD's)) observed from dependent production processes. Mergen [9] surprisingly reports that, in practice, 2 Mergen [9] and Holmes and Mergen [6] define EAOQ as, 
EXAMPLES
In order to demonstrate the approach proposed in this study, first a dependent process with x=0.95 and y=0.30 is utilized. Although this example is a synthetic situation, it describes the mechanics of our approach well. To demonstrate the computational process, the lot quality distributions, both prior and posterior, have been calculated together with MSNC as the indicator for outgoing quality under various inspection plans.
The results are exhibited in the Table 1. (Approximate location for Table 1) In Table 1 , the difference between prior and posterior distribution indicates the improvement in the outgoing lot quality through the use of a given sampling plan. As in this example, under dependence, EAOQ and MSNC converge in performance for lower values of variance. As the variance gets bigger, especially inflated by dependence, then MSNC more accurately represents the average outgoing quality. This happens because at higher variance levels, indicators that are based on expected value of the outgoing quality, such as EAOQ, will lag behind other indicators that incorporate variance.
The second example is a real case from industry. The data gathered from the manufacturing of a subassembly of an aircraft engine. Further details about this data can be found in Mergen and Holmes [10] . In Table 2 we exhibit the pertinent lot quality distribution obtained from a 100% inspection of 1487 lots of size 8 of the subassembly.
MSNC values are calculated from the posterior distribution given various different sampling plans. In order to better show the utility of the proposed method we provide an application of the method on the same data, this time under the independence assumption.
The independence is ensured by assigning the steady state value of the fraction nonconforming to x and y.
(Approximate location for Table 2) Results in Table 2 show the results under the erroneous assumption of independence when the process is dependent. As can be seen, under the assumption of independence, MSNC values show that we tend to overestimate the outgoing fraction nonconformance when the acceptance numbers are small and underestimate it when the acceptance numbers are bigger. Either way would result in an increased cost to the producer and/or the user.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This study proposes a new indicator, MSNC, to gauge the performance of single acceptance sampling plans for attributes by using the distribution of fraction nonconformance (i.e., lot quality distribution (LQD). The context of the study is a sequential sampling from a dependent production process by a model based on a two-state dependent process. It is widely documented that the quality dependence of a stream of items from a manufacturing process will frequently violate the randomness of the binomial process. In the presence of autocorrelation, back to back items will distort the acceptance sampling plan. The adverse effect of this is that it obviously elevates the risk for both producer and/or consumer. Moreover, frequent misspecification of outgoing quality will also discredit quality programs in the eye of personnel and devalue the acceptance sampling plan.
Our recommendation of a special indicator, MSNC, for the outgoing quality of the lots provides a simple approach for a single sampling inspection. By incorporating dependence as an integral part of its measure, MSNC helps the efficiency of sampling plan.
First, it improves the measure by incorporating more information by the use of a custom tailored prior distribution which in turn improves precision. Second, it accounts for variance, Var(p': A) for both small and large acceptance numbers (c values). This is particularly important when the dependence variance is substantial in the original stream of items..
The outgoing quality indicator, MSNC, will rise with increasing acceptance numbers and deflate with sample size for a given acceptance number in the plan. This is expected since the information content will be depressed in smaller sample sizes.
Therefore MSNC reacts to the uncertainty in the anticipated way. Also, there might be other uses for MSNC. For example, MSNC, as calculated over the prior distribution, is the maximum value that can be observed with any sampling inspection plan. The difference between a MSNC-prior and a MSNC-posterior is a measure of the contribution of the inspection plan in quality assessment. This procedure exhibits an indirect value of the use of alternative acceptance plans.
As future research venues, we find value in the performance simulation of MSNC in wide range of conditions. This will clarify its applicability and test its conformance to various contexts. Second, it may be a useful direction to consider a MSNC for multiattribute data. Alternatively, the concept can be used for acceptance sampling by variable measure as opposed to attribute data. Despite its potential complexity, this will broaden the implementation potential of the indicator. Lastly, the performance of MSNC under various sampling plans will be a valuable contribution to the practice.
In short, MSNC may be useful in designing acceptance sampling plans or evaluating existing ones from the point of view of consumer risk, and it differs from the existing quality level oriented measures on two accounts. First, MSNC takes into account that the process has certain dependency characteristics, and second, it adopts a Bayesian approach by employing a prior distribution for computing outgoing quality. 
